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	enterFactsOfCase: The worker stated they were provided training by another groomer affiliated with the firm. The firm provided work assignments through an onlinesystem. The worker stated the methods these assignments were to be performed was determined by which dogs needed to be groomed, however thefirm replied that the worker made these decisions. The firm was responsible for problem resolution. The worker stated they would send daily invoicereports to the firm and the firm would then decide which to pay or not. Services were performed 100% at the firm's premises. The worker wasrequired to personally perform the services. The hiring and paying of any substitutes or helpers were not applicable. The firm stated the worker'sdaily routine was Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 12:00-6:00pm but added the worker chose their own hours. The worker respondedthat they had no control over their hours and the routine was varied, additionally the worker said they were often overbooked based on the site andfirm's app reservation system.The firm provided the worker with a grooming table, grooming shower, & grooming dryer, the worker generally agreed. The worker providedshampoo, conditioners combs and clippers. The worker did not lease space, equipment, or a facility. The firm stated the workers expenses werereplacing any damage to clippers & scissors, the worker generally agreed. The worker stated they were paid 70% of the fee and the firm received 30%. The firm disagreed with this and replied that the worker received a commission. Customers paid the firm. A drawing account for advances wasnot allowed. An economic loss of equipment was generally agreed by both parties. The firm established the level of payment for the servicesprovided. The firm stated they carried worker's compensation insurance on the worker, however the worker disagreed.The firm stated the work relationship could be terminated by either party without incurring liability or penalty. The worker disagreed believing therewould be retaliation. The worker did not perform similar services for others during the same time period. The worker would occasionally promotetheir work on social media. The worker was represented as a dog groomer to the firm's customers. According to the firm, the relationship between theparties ended when the job was eliminated due to lack of space. however, the worker believes they were let go after complaining about not havinginsurance after an injury.
	enterAnalysis: While there are minor inconsistencies in the facts presented, there are sufficient details agreed to by the parties to render a common law determination.  Based on the application of the three categories of evidence, the Worker in this case was under the direction and control of the Firm to the extent necessary to meet the Firm's business objective. The Worker's services were integral to the Firm's business operation. The Worker did not assume a business or financial risk.  Based on the pay arrangement they could not realize a profit or incur a loss in the performance of services for the Firm. There is no evidence of the Worker advertising or performing similar services as an independent contractor during the term of this work relationship. 



